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Abstract:Humanoid made up of two words human+anthropoid 

which implies appearance like human body.This paper exhibits 

the timetable of humanoid robots isolated into three perspectives, 

for example, its past, its present and its conceivable future .This 

paper comprises of the advancement in the field of humanoid 

robots and the its design.This paper is also containing 

information about the Evolution in life of  Humanoid Robots 

from last couple of years.This paper is also having the body 

architecture of humanoid robot in which we are going to know 

about some aspects likeFacial expressive robot  head,robot 

hand,robot locomotion,and its behaviour.After this Robotalk 

architecture is presented.At the finish of the paper the 

disadvantages and advantages is presented  lastly this paper 

comprise a few utilizations of humanoid robots in the current 

and the coming period. 

Key words: Humanoid robot, Robotic hand degree, bipedal 

locomotion, future of humanoid robots. 

Introduction: 

A humanoid robot is commonly characterized as the 

programmable machine which can emulate the 

activities just as the appearance the human.A 

humanoid robot has two fundamental capacities, 

which are the capacity in gaining data from its 

encompassing and the capacity to do physical work, 

for example, moving or controlling objects. They 

seem as though us, they convey like us, they walk 

like us; these straightforward activities that people 

are brought into the world with are about 

consummated to be copied by humanoid robots. As 

basic as the name proposes they are subordinates if 

human instinct. Portraying human instinct from a 

modest development to a finger to looking as near a 

genuine human has been a colossaladvancement in 

the field of mechanical autonomy. The development 

of the improvement of humanoid robots must be 

viewed as a standoutamongst the most ideal 

developments in the field of apply autonomy. 

Three Stages of Humanoid robots: 

This paper consists of three stages of Humanoid 

Robots like its past,present and future. 

Present Life: 

Humanoid robot life expectancy is regularly 

expanding with the maturing of populace and 

declining of birth rates. With the expansion 

requirement for labor which isn't to be found as far 

as people itself the most ideal substitute have 

progressed toward becoming humanoid robots in 

light of which the innovation relating humanoid 

robot has expanded along the present years and is 

assessed to improve in the imminent years. The 

properties of a humanoid robot ought to have 

minimal blemish when contrasted with a genuine 
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human. The Matlab model of the human hand 

comprises of immediate and reverse kinematics, 

direction generator, cabinet, and elements square. 

Biomechanics of the human hand will in general 

copy the movement of the human hand into a 

humanoid robot and its need is required in fields 

such of wellbeing administrations, home robots and 

so forth. Supplanting prosthetics arms with 

automated prosthetic arm is one of the key 

motivations behind biomechanics. Reproductions 

through Matlab have been utilized to make the 

movement of a human hand development. Another 

key component that has been culminated 

throughout the years is the capacity of a humanoid 

robot to walk like a human. Procedure of stable 

strolling has been made simplerwith prescient PID 

controller that really impersonates the time that is 

determined and in doing as such it lessens the factor 

of intricacy in control

Movement like a human alone does not characterize 

a robot as 'humanoid', its capacity to detect likewise 

comes into picture. Individual discovery framework 

utilizing vision sensors are the most practical 

approach to consolidate a dream framework. The 

present strategy is basic; it identifies the individual 

and it tracks the required individual utilizing 

singular camera with a fused picture development 

framework. Vision sensors framework is the most 

generally utilized detecting framework for a robot 

yet the components of lighting and the presence of 

the article have prompted instances of blemishes. 

The situating of the article, the encompassing 

variables and the capacity to pursue a direction with 

the negligible utilization of vitality and time ought 

to be the key highlights when talking as far as 

detecting. Factors, for example, payload limit the 

robot from conveying overwhelming detecting 

frameworks alongside it.Web arranged article 

learning and acknowledgment is another methods 

for learning object for humanoid robots. Cloud 

assets are preference for this situation, even without 

web get to the robot can utilize the client's camera 

and perceive pictures from them.The requirement 

for the robot to have an appearance progressively 

like a human is basic for the Human-Robot 

Interaction. Studies have been done and a robot 

with capacity with displaying outward appearances 

and conduct because of its correspondence is 

greatly chosen over others. The requirement for 

facial appearance and conduct is a basic necessity.  

Human-Robot Interactions are being completed in 

different ways, for example, training strategy where 

the robot pursues the signals and movement of a 

human and stores the information and later on 

pursues the direction when executed for that 

movement. Discourse to content is one more 

methods for correspondence between human to 

robot where human gives verbal order and the 

information gets changed over to printed 

information and thusly into computerized flag 

which robots get it. 

Past life: 

The term 'Robot' was instituted by a play author, 

Karel Capek in his play.The character was a worker 

robot, which took after the structure of a person. In 

second century, Leonardo da Vinci made a 

mechanical robot knight protective layer, which 

was fitted with apparatuses, haggles. It was 

controlled utilizing links and pulleys. This 

automated knight could lift its visor, sit or stand and 

could move its head. - Robots for a wide range of 

purposes in enterprises, individual uses, etc. In 

1940, the main humanoid robot named Elektro was 

made by Westinghouse Electric Corporation. It 

could just move its arms and head, move around on 

a wheel in its base, and it could play recorded 

discourse. Photoelectric eyes andcould recognize 

red and green light. It is critical to plan a humanoid 

robot as closelyas conceivable to the structure 

attributes of a person. It ought to likewise have the 
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capacity to discuss effectively with the others and 

furthermore ought to have the capacity to take 

choices all alone. The plan was a troublesome part 

to execute, since the additional common adjusting 

capacity of the individual was not a simple 

assignment to comprehend and infer on a humanoid 

robot. In 1973, Wabot-1[20], the principal 

humanoid robot which could stroll on two legs, 

speaks with human and transport objects were made 

by Waseda University. In spite of the fact that it 

could stroll on two legs, the surface on which the 

robot could walk was a noteworthy test for the 

designers as it could just stroll on level floors as it 

were. 

Future Life: 

These days, different research approaches have 

been exhibited for humanoid limitation; the most 

famous research approaches were generally 

conveyed in 2D spaces. In one such research, the 

2D portrayal data was put away in quantized cells 

however they were not solid in route of 

obstructions. So to explore the humanoid to clear its 

path through impediments and to decide the statures 

of various articles, the 2.5D portrayal was used. In 

any case, different methodologies, for example, 3D 

portrayal is utilized for self-assertive conditions 

having a few dimensions , a 6D portrayal is utilized 

for multi-leveled and non-planar developments. As 

opposed to every one of the methodologies, look 

into has been made for deciding the 6D stances of 

humanoid robots by utilizing a 3D portrayal 

incorporating just ready sensors. Human-to-

Humanoid movement control is another 

examination for tending to the execution of joint 

points of confinement and selfcollisions.  

Another most recent research did on humanoid 

robots is the methods investigating the human 

getting a handle on conduct and use this standard on 

robots hand. The humanoid robot is structured and 

created to cooperate with the continuous world. The 

expansion level of opportunity of the robot's submit 

expansion to adaptability results in unpredictability 

in charge. To get reaction of humanoid hand control 

to perform different manipulative errands and 

complex getting a handle on expectations has 

turned out to be lumbering. Reason being, people 

have organically solid arrangement of hand to arm 

to wrist setup for controlling high level of 

opportunity. Decisions in regards to parts of the 

hand have just been made just before getting a grip, 

in order to enable the human hand to participate in 

specific assignments, for example, turning a handle 

or dial, opening and shutting a top, and so on stable 

handles are resolved with the rules of handle goals 

and they likewise decide the grip capacities, 

stances, movements, powers and torques when 

taking care of an item. Such standards of handle 

goals are connected to humanoid hand under 

contemplations, by evaluating the material of 

handle setups to combine shrewd association inside 

the fundamental getting a handle on surfaces of the 

hand. In this way, the investigation of human hand 

getting a handle on designs is executed by utilizing 

getting a handle on patches. Wherein, each fix 

imagined a solitary getting a handle on power. 

 
  Fig1: Human like Robot[1] 

 

Evolution in life of Humanoid Robot: 

 

Leonardo de Vinci who is considered as the 

principal man, have drawn a humanoid system in 

1495 [9]. It was intended to sit up, wave arms, 

move head while opening and shutting its jaw. The 

eighteenth century can be considered as the rich 

time frame in the improvement of numerous self-

sufficient which had the capacity to duplicate some 

human developments. In 1773, Pierre and Henry 

Louis created the main mechanization which had 

the capacity to compose [9]. The mechanical 

trumpeter was made by Fridrich Kaufmann in 1810 

[9]. The trumpeter contained an indented drum 

which was utilized to enact a few valves that went 

air through twelve tongues. Development and 

improvement time of humanoid starts in the 

nineteenth century when John Brainerd concocted 
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the Steam Man in 1865 [8]. It was moved by steam-

motor and used to pull trucks. In 1885 the Electric 

Man was worked by Frank Reade Junior which was 

pretty much an electric adaptation of the Steam 

Man [8]. A model officer called Boilerplate was 

worked by Dr. Achibald Campion in 1893.  

 

A developmental number of humanoid frameworks 

show up amid twentieth century. Toward the start 

of this century the Westinghouse society made a 

human like robot called ELEKTRO in 1938, which 

was competent to walk, talk and smoke [8]. Amid 

1960s to 1990s a various sorts of legged robot stage 

began to show up in USA, Russia, France and 

particularly in Japan. An extraordinary work on 

bouncing robot was done at Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology (MIT) in 1980s [8]. 

The year- wise evolution as follows: 

S.No. Humanoid robot development Year 

1 Sony divulges little humanoid 

amusement robots, named Sony 

Dream Robot. 

2001 

2 Actroid, a robot with sensible 

silicone 'skin' created by Osaka 

University related to Kokoro 

Company Ltd. 

2003 

3 Nao is a little open source 

programmable humanoid robot 

created by Aldebaran Robotics 

2006 

4 Justin, a humanoid robot created 

by the German Aerospace Center 

2008 

5 NASA and General Motors 

uncovered Robonaut 2, an 

exceptionally propelled 

humanoid robot. 

2010 

6 second era  Honda Asimo Robot 2011 

7 Manav – humanoid robot created 

in the lab of ASET Training and 

Research Institutes 

2014 

8 New form of Atlas, created by 

American mechanical technology 

organization Boston Dynamics, 

with financing and oversight 

from the U.S DARPA 

2016 

 

 
Fig2:Evolution in life of Humanoid 

Robot[2] 

 

Nowadays, the trend towards the research in 

robotics is more or less oriented towards 

development of humanoid robots using cogitative 

system utilizing artificial intelligence and motor 

capabilities. The race towards humanoid robots was 

dated back to BioWalker that gave inputs on cost 

and versatility of already existing works. 

Architecture of Humanoid Robots: 

With the headway of the innovation, these days, 

the appearance and normal for the humanoid robot 

is winding up increasingly more like human. The 

following subsections talks about the innovation is 

being developed to make the humanoid robot 

resembles a human in term of the facial expressive 

robot head, robot hand, robot motion and robot 

learning conduct. 

 

1)Facial expressive robot  head: 

The exploration on humanoid robot is concentrating 

on the cooperation between human and robot. In our 

every day human-human correspondence, we 

generally convey to one another through outward 

appearance, motions with arms and hands, discourse 

and other non-verbal communication. These 

activities are completed by human effectively and 

was begun to practice since early adolescence. In 

human-robot correspondence, we wish the robot can 

perform like what we are performing. In this way, a 

few scientists begun to structure the humanoid robot 

of emulating human conduct. We generally would 

like to speak with robots comparatively like people. 

Along these lines, analysts have built up the facial 

expressive automated head frameworks e.g., 

Character Robot Face (CRF) (Fukuda et al., 2004). 

In Japan, a human-like headrobot named WE3RV 

was created (Miwa et al., 2001). Looking is 

additionally an imperative activity in human-human 

correspondence. In this manner, specialists likewise 

mull over of execute the looking capacity in the 

robot. For instance, the analyst has executed a look 
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and signal calculation for Honda's humanoid robot, 

ASIMO (Mutlu et al., 2006). So the ASIMO can 

look and show hand motions to individuals and it is 

considered as a narrating robot. 

 

2) Robot hand:  

Hand is likewise essential to a humanoid robot, so 

hands are prepared to a humanoid robot. The human 

hand is a complex  

framework which is extremely hard to be recreated 

in its execution and highlights. The imperative 

attributes of the counterfeit hand that recreates 

human hand for a humanoid robot are the weight, 

measurements, least number of fingers, basic 

degrees of opportunity (df) of the fingers and others 

(Zollo et al., 2007). for a humanoid robot, it is 

extremely hard to execute the activity so as to 

complete assignments, for example, steadily 

squeezing paper or needle with fingertips. A robot 

with four fingers, each having three degrees of 

opportunity, has been created for elite remote 

control. Be that as it may, the control method is still 

in the advancement arrange. In Japan, scientist has 

made the robot's hand to squeeze up the paper. They 

have included extra degrees of opportunity of free 

movement to the terminal fingers and the degrees of 

opportunity of winding movement to the thumb 

(Hoshino and Kawabuchi, 2005). 

 
           Fig3:Robot Hand Degree[3] 

 

 

3)Robot Locomotion: 

 

As a human, strolling by legs is simple. In any 

case, it's anything but a simple errand while 

presenting it to a humanoid robot. The humanoid 

robots accessible today are utilizing bipedal 

movement innovation. As of now, there are two 

methodologies utilized in the bipedal strolling 

field and one of them is the Zero-Moment- Point 

hypothesis (ZMP). ZMP is characterized as the 

point on the ground where the net snapshot of the 

inertial and gravity powers has no segment along 

the tomahawks parallel to the ground (Erbatur et 

al., 2002). 

 

4)Robot Learning Behavior: 

 

So as to accomplish the prerequisite, a few 

systems can be connected to the humanoid robot 

such as impersonation learning (Schaal, 1999). 

Impersonation learning implies rehash that 

movement quickly and keep into the memory 

when an outsider shows a movement. For 

humanoid robots, the outside movement catches 

framework which is relying upon unique sensors. 

There are known as markers which used to detect 

the movement. Now and again, it is troublesome 

for a humanoid robot to mimic human activities. 

Another innovation which enhances the learning  

conduct of humanoid robot is the 

fortificationlearning. This technique empowers a 

humanoid robot to improve its conduct on 

consecutive basic leadership undertakings. By this 

method, the conduct of the robot will be improved 

since the troublesome well ordered programming 

has been disposed of. There are a number of 

strategies have been embedded into this method 

for example, support learning with Decision Trees 

(Hester et al., 2010). This technique will be 

summed up forcefully amid model adapting, so 

thequantity of preliminaries required for learning 

will be constrained. 

 

RoboTalk Architecture: 

 

RoboTalk is certainly not a total robot engineering. 

For instance,it does not cover sensor interfaces 

(aside from estimations of kinodynamic factors), 

nor does it give a situation to executing continuous 

controllers (in spite of the fact that it very well 

may be utilized to interface with a controller 

continuously). RoboTalk is only a movement 
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interface, yet one intended to effortlessly 

supplement other robot designs. 

 
Fig4:Client-server arcgitecture.[4]  

Figure 1 delineates the structure of the interface 

architecture,which receives a specification-focused 

plan. A general robotspecification standard is at the 

focal point of the interface as aformat to depict the 

configuration of a discretionary robotand its control 

directions. The server and customer implementa 

instrument to inquiry and update the specification 

valuesthrough the execution of remote capacities. 

Likewise, the server has the opportunity to interface 

a rundown of driver modules for various robots and 

test systems inside a similar center execution. 

 

RoboTalk Implemnetation: 

 

Our first usage for both the server and client 

followed the article arranged worldview and was 

written in C++language. Along these lines, we use 

C++ precedents amid our discussion.Nevertheless, 

RoboTalk has no language prerequisite. However, 

the execution must pursue the specs and backing 

RoboTalk's command modes.  

 

A. Server Implementation:  

 

Figure 5 shows the structure of the essential 

C++server class: CServer. Inside CServer, an 

inferior CClient Connection– deals with the 

administrations to singular customer associations, 

for example, arrange I/O buffering,command mode 

planning, alarm location, etc. CClient Connection 

class gives strategies to cradle and encode/translate 

the bundles for one customer association. 

 

 
Fig:5 Client and server implementation.[5] 

 

A CClient Connection exhibit stretches out these 

techniques to multiple clients. Two free strings 

encode/decipher bundles and process the cushions 

in round robin over all customer examples: the 

Server Daemon string and the Robot Daemon 

thread.Server Daemon is in charge of 

including/erasing customer in-positions. It calls 

the::Read() capacity to peruse a bundle sent bya 

customer, and parses the directions contained in the 

payload.These directions are then handled by Robot 

Daemon.Commands are not executed in their 

landing request: instead,commands are put away in 

a command line and scheduled according to their 

beginning time. In this manner, a STOP command 

booked to begin in 40 sec. will be executed by the 

Robot Daemon after a GOTO order booked to 

begin in 20 sec., regardless of whether the STOP 

message touches base before the GOTO. That is, 

the starting time of an order comprises its turn 

around need. A command with need of 0 will be 

executed right away. Commands with same need 

are executed in their landing order.Query directions 

dependably have need 0, yet movement directions 

as a rule don't. A lot of movement directions can be 

lined, bringing about better movement execution in 

the presence of organize delays. 

Frenzy signals, in any case, are never stored in the 

order line, and are rather executed immediately by 

Server Daemon. Directions from different 

customers are blocked until the frenzy flag is 

reset.Return signals created by robot directions are 

set in an arrival line by the Robot Daemon, and 

booked by their issuance time. This line is handled 

by the Server Daemon similarly the Robot Daemon 

processes the direction line, calling the ::Write() 

capacity to send replies back to the customer. A 

third line, the  
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Playback queue,is used to play a movement 

grouping of finite term. There is one CClient 

Connection occurrence for every client connection. 

In this manner, each a customer has its own 

arrangement of order, playback and return lines. 

 

B.  Client Implementation: 

 

The structure for a customer is generally basic. 

Figure 5  shows our usage of the CRobot 

Clientclass.CRobot Client sends arrange bundles to 

the server in eitherblocking or non-blocking mode 

depending on the command mode selected (see  

next area). In blocking mode, the client execution 

stops when an order is issued to the server, and 

execution resumes when the customer gets an 

acknowledgment. Execution isn't hindered in non-

blocking mode.Motion directions are executed by 

the server based on their need, and directions thus 

have diverse completion spans. Accordingly, in 

non-blocking operation,we can't assume that the 

server answers to the customer in a similar request 

as the original movement directions were sent. To 

address this problem,an free string – Read 

Daemon– stores server answers ina return reserve 

executed as a hash map.The hash map carries on as 

a word reference information structure. The 

element keys are the first direction ID's for which 

the server produced a reaction. Accordingly, in 

non-blocking mode,client can occasionally 

question the arrival reserve to confirm if the 

response to a specific direction has arrived. The 

hash map is actualize with the hash multi-map 

defined in the C++Standard Template Library. 

 

 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Humanoid 

robots: 

 

(1)Advantages: 

 

The sale & development of these Humanoid Robots 

will help increase the economy, Having these 

robots can make the companies more efficient in 

their work and spur the economy with their revenue 

growth. 

The people prefer the robots because they do not 

make mistakes and there is not the chance for them 

to be disrespectful. 

They can be used to teach the children or read to 

them,  They can help the children with autism 

immensely, They can assist the sick & elderly, 

They can be used in dirty or dangerous jobs, They 

are suitable for some procedurally-based vocations, 

such as reception-desk administrators and 

automotive manufacturing line workers, they can 

use the tools and operate equipment and vehicles 

designed for the human form. 

 

(2) Disadvantages: 

 

As the humanoid robot begins ending up 

increasingly more accessible to society, it will be 

for the most part the well off will's identity ready to 

bear the cost of them, It will supplant the 

occupations, Although this will be helpful to 

numerous organizations, it will hurt the individuals 

who have employments in specific fields, for 

example, the medical caretakers, drug specialists, 

secretaries, and so forth.  

The cost of humanoid robots are sufficiently high 

that everybody can't possess one, one of the normal 

issues handled in the humanoid mechanical 

technology is the comprehension of the human-like 

data preparing and the hidden components of the 

human mind in managing this present reality.  

On the off chance that you have these robots doing 

these regular employments for you , You will turn 

out to be excessively subject to robots, If you have 

the robots that will take out the waste, doing the 

dishes, cooking the nourishment, viewing the kids, 

You will be turned out to be sluggish, and 

subordinate on the off chance that you have such 

robots doing your errands for you, This is another 

defeat of the developing "humanoid robot 

 

 

 

Conclusion: 

 

The three parts of time are appeared in this diary. 

The production of the possibility of humanoid robot 

from the past to its present state to its future is 

being comprehended and evaluated in  this diary. 

The distinctive parts of humanoid robots and its 

application and its future conceivable outcomes are 

appeared in this diary.In this diary we know about 

evolution of robots has occurred. Then we have 

covered  the  architectural part and RoboTalk 
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Architecture. In this part,we have discussed about 

its server implementation and Client 

Implementation. And at last,advantages and 

disadvantages are  

Discussed. 
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